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Talent Development
Keeping Pace with Business Transformation
(8:30 a.m. in HU01)

Rob Lauber

Sal Venegas

SVP, Chief
Learning Officer

VP Learning,
Global Leadership
Effectiveness

Rob Lauber is the chief learning officer at McDonald’s Corp. Rob joined McDonald’s in July
2014 and has responsibility for the overall learning and talent development strategy and
execution across all 35,000 restaurants around the world.
Prior to his current role, Rob was the vice president of Yum University at Yum Brands Inc. In this
role, he was responsible for leading the direction and strategy for Yum University and its
programs as well as providing learning leadership and strategy globally across the Yum system.
Previous to his role at Yum Brands, Rob was the executive director of learning services at
Cingular Wireless in Atlanta. While at Cingular, his team was recognized as a Top 100 Training
Organization by Training Magazine over three consecutive years. He has also held learning
leadership roles at Coopers & Lybrand (now PricewaterhouseCoopers) and Dun & Bradstreet.
Rob has been recognized multiple times by Chief Learning Officer magazine for his work on
achieving business impact, leading business change, learning technologies and global learning.
He was most recently recognized as the 2013 CLO of the Year.








Sal Venegas leads Talent Management, Learning & Development and Talent Acquisition for
Walgreens Boots Alliance. Sal joined Walgreens in 2002 and has enterprise responsibility for
driving business results and transformation through performance management, succession
planning, engagement, workforce planning, talent acquisition, selection, assessment, leadership
and talent development.
Prior to his current role, Sal was a Senior Project Manager at Cognitive Arts.
Sal and his team has won numerous awards from CLO Magazine, ATD, Brandon Hall, Training
Magazine and others.
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Industry Trends
with i4cp’s Latest Research
(9:10 a.m. in HU01)

Kevin Martin
Chief Research Officer

Strategic Opportunity:
High-performance organizations are abuzz with collaboration, and for good reason:
Collaboration is highly correlated with market performance (this includes market share, revenue
growth, profitability, and customer satisfaction) and it’s also one of five shared values that
distinguish organizations that are highly effective at anticipating, adapting, and acting on
change.

What We’ve Found:
The findings of i4cp’s research on collaboration – conducted in partnership with Professor Rob
Cross of Babson College – are clear. The difference between productive and healthy
collaboration, and unproductive and unhealthy collaboration can be summed up in how
purposeful (i.e. intentional) an organization pursues it.
In his presentation, i4cp chief research officer Kevin Martin will share how organizations that
have cultures that enable and support purposeful collaboration do so via the alignment of three
key elements—all of which are clearly linked to higher market performance—and work in unison
to shape and move the culture: leadership, work management, and talent practices. Each of
these three elements, and more, are reflected in i4cp’s Purposeful Collaboration model; which
will be distributed to every person who attends our October 4th session of the Executive
Learning Exchange.
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Talent Mistakes CEOs
Can’t Afford to Make
(9:30 a.m. in HU01)

Avi Kahn
President & CEO

Strategic Opportunity:
Highly successful companies have many things in common, but the foundation of any
organization’s sustainable outperformance is its people. The search, acquisition and retention
of talent is critical to a company’s success – and what Hilti considers to be one of its key
differentiators in the market.
In addition to providing its team members a common purpose, Hilti North America has made a
commitment to foster an environment where learning and growing is highly encouraged.
Retention remains at an all-time high and nearly 90% of promotions are made from within – with
many of these placing team members in entirely new roles or departments outside their
functional expertise.
During this session, learn how Hilti North America has achieved success by rectifying a
common talent mistake many companies make – not actively encouraging team members to
take the time to formally and informally develop themselves and others.

Lessons Learned:
Avi will focus on tangible, relevant takeaways that can be applied at organizations of all
sizes in all industries.
•
•
•
•

Learn how Hilti successfully provides opportunities for development, stimulates the
ability to develop and provides a supportive environment for growth to occur
Formalizing an approach to development is critical to identifying and growing diverse
future leaders from within
Programs which provide development opportunities for all team members, regardless of
level, are necessary to engage team members long term
Empowering team members to pursue their passions - on and off the job - is rewarding
for both employee and employer
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It's time to talk about People Success
(1:00 p.m. in HU01)

Justin Black
Sr. Director, OD Science

Strategic Opportunity:
As we all know, companies are under more pressure than ever to accelerate
performance and growth. In response, many functions across the organization, from IT
to product development and manufacturing, have already adopted agile practices to
keep pace with changing demands, while our people practices have largely been
lagging behind. Decades of tweaking old practices has led to very little meaningful
innovation, but we’ve reached a tipping point and now have sufficient demand from the
business to justify investing in real transformation. We have an opportunity to help
people be happier and more successful at work by making data-informed conversations
about engagement, performance, and development a regular habit at work.
Learning Solutions:
•
•
•
•

Simpler assessments can be just as accurate and predictive as more complex ones.
Companies who deployed agile employee engagement programs (4 or more check-in’s
per year) grew much faster than others (up to 10X in 12 months).
Even very large, complex organizations have achieved meaningful culture change in as
little as 4 months with the right rigor and focus.
The most agile companies help people feel accountable for having regular, structured
conversations about People Success; inform those conversations with timely and
relevant data; and support resulting actions with on demand, bite-sized resources.
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Purposeful Collaboration:
The Essential Components of Collaborative Cultures
(1:20 p.m. in HU01)

Annette Reid

Jon Kaplan

Samir Desai

Lydia Rohn

Alison Cowan

VP Talent
Management

VP, Training &
Development

CLO

Chief HR
Officer

Director, Global
Learning & Talent
Management

Strategic Opportunity:
High-performance organizations are abuzz with collaboration, and for good reason:
Collaboration is highly correlated with market performance (this includes market share, revenue
growth, profitability, and customer satisfaction) and it’s also one of five shared values that
distinguish organizations that are highly effective at anticipating, adapting, and acting on
change.
The findings of i4cp’s research on collaboration – conducted in partnership with Professor Rob
Cross of Babson College – are clear. The difference between productive and healthy
collaboration, and unproductive and unhealthy collaboration can be summed up in how
purposeful (i.e. intentional) an organization pursues it.

Discussion Points:
What we’ll focus our discussion on in this session:
• Based on where you see your organization heading, do you anticipate the importance
of collaboration to increase, decrease, or remain the same over the coming year?
And, why is that the case?
•

How many of you believe in user-generated content among your employees and what
are you doing about it?—this gets at the power of ‘we.’

•

Content vs. Connections (i.e. ensuring the right people are connected) – how should
talent development professionals view both when looking at continuous development?

•

What has your organization done – or what does it plan to do – to identify individuals
who are (or will be) suffering from collaborative overload?
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Your Learning Needs a Comprehensive Strategy:
Prioritizing Learning to Drive Optimal Outcomes
(10:30 a.m. in HU)

Teri Hart
Director, Learning Strategy

Strategic Opportunity:
As learning professionals, we are frequently tasked to build learning solutions to solve business
problems. Quite often, these needs appear to be a worthwhile investment. But without the
backdrop of strategy, we miss a critical piece of the decision-making framework – and that is the
relative value of a specific learning needs decision.

Learning Solutions:
To better understand their investments in training and development, in 2015, Discover
developed a portfolio framework for managing training and development. Since then,
the Learning Strategy team at Discover has worked to articulate strategy for these
portfolios in order to better prioritize learning initiatives that drive optimal business
outcomes. During this session, attendees will learn how to:
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a framework for organizing training and development programs
Learn what a comprehensive strategy entails
Discuss a methodology for articulating learning strategy
Highlight key examples of learning strategies for various learning portfolios
Build a roadmap for executing on learning strategy

Lessons Learned:
•
•
•

Training and Development departments that don’t have strategic planning capability are
likely not focused on the right work.
Developing, syndicating and executing on strategy is tough work and most learning &
development professionals don’t learn this on-the-job or elsewhere.
You need a road map to enable strategy before you can really make headway, but
repositioning your L&D department to deliver on strategy will reap huge rewards in terms
of having impact.
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Developing Front-line Leaders @ Navistar
Integrating Just-In-Time & Social Learning

Case Study

Kirk Hallowell
Director,
L&D

Strategic Opportunity:
Navistar’s employee engagement scores and our Manager Effectiveness Survey made it clear
that many of our front line managers were not demonstrating key leadership behaviors. Leading
effective one-on-one conversations, providing timely feedback, and engaging employees in
career and development conversations were among the key opportunities for improvement. Our
L&D team was committed to develop an innovative approach to solving this challenge through
our three-point learning strategy.

Learning Solutions:
Departing from traditional classroom training, the Navistar L&D team partnered with a curated
learning vendor to off a unique, six-session program focused on behavior change as a clear
outcome. Participants are engaged in learning assignments and activities prior to each session.
The hour-long, biweekly sessions are structured to assure that each individual has
accountability for implementing new behaviors. Specific leadership issues and opportunities are
addressed in a facilitated, peer coaching format. Participant’s take on accountability for their
own improvement as well as encouraging and support the growth of others. To date, Navistar
has engaged over 200 managers is 25 cohorts have engaged in the program. Ninety-six
percent of the participants indicate they had improved on specific leadership behaviors.

Lessons Learned:
•
•
•
•

Just-in-time and curated content is highly effective and appreciated by our hyper-busy end
users.
Our blended learning approach has integrated the best of self-directed, on-line learning with
social learning.
100% of our leaders say they appreciate the opportunity to learn from the experience of
other managers.
We are learning that managers themselves can be highly effective in leading learning
sessions.
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How to (RE)activate a 100+ Year-old Brand
through Performance & Learning

Case Study

Corinne Rice
Principal, Learning
and Development

Strategic Opportunity:
Online retailers and shifts in spending habits are just a couple of the things plaguing traditional
retailers. In the current market, there is a tremendous amount of pressure for brick and mortar to
stay relevant. With close to 9000 stores nationwide, how is Walgreens differentiating
themselves in this ever evolving, rapid-paced, digitally driven environment?

Learning Solutions:
To reactivate our Brand through learning and performance, we are developing an agile
approach to learning and performance that incorporates technology and leverages team
member insights and feedback. We are focused on end to end, holistic solutions that develop
our team members from every angle. We are doing this through a simple 3 step process as
shown below:
Engage me: Tell a compelling story that explains the why. Gather thoughts and feedback
through surveys, focus groups and conducting empathetic interviews. We are engaging our
team members and partnering closely with them to create new, innovative, learning
solutions.
Show me: Use data collected to create innovate, engaging prototypes. Put these prototypes
back in the hands of the team members to test them, play around with them (we’ve had lots
of demos) and gather feedback on their learning experience. Quickly integrate team member
feedback and implement the solution.
Let me try: Place the solution back in the hands of the team members and let them train their
peers and their customers were applicable.

Using this approach team members are not only informing and co-creating their own learning
solutions, they are also empowered and can confidently educate others. This also allows us to
work through obstacles, make changes and pivot when necessary.

Lessons Learned:
•
•
•
•

Including team members in the development process has created higher levels of buy in
and commitment.
Challenging ourselves to think outside the box to create the right learning experiences,
even the impossible, is driving new, innovative and impactful solutions.
Rapid prototyping and agile solutions are allowing us to gather feedback and implement
change quickly.
Hands on practice, in the moment coaching and feedback is increasing team member
capability and confidence.
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Using Development as a Recruiting & Engagement Tool
in a High-employment Environment

Jon Kaplan

Michelle Mesina

Lisa Schumacher

VP, Training &
Development

Firmwide
HR Director

Director,
Education Strategies

Strategic Opportunity:
As Learning Professionals, we are trained to focus on how corporate learning programs can
impact business results by changing how participants behave in their day-to-day work. But
focusing exclusively on behavioral change, shortchanges the benefits of employee development
programs. Companies are increasingly using impactful development programs not only to
increase critical capabilities, but also to help drive both talent acquisition and employee
engagement.

Discussion Points:
This discussion of practical insights will dive into questions that might include:
•
•
•
•

Why should learning departments focus on talent acquisition and employee
engagement?
What types of programs drive talent acquisition efforts? What type of programs drive
improved employee engagement?
How can you quantify the extent to which development programs are delivering better
recruiting and engagement?
What are the risks of offering learning programs that aren’t targeted exclusively at driving
improved capabilities?
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Our Role with Business Transformation:
Strategies to align People, Process and Technology initiatives for supporting business
innovation interactive roundtable discussion

Alysa Parks

Ann Manikas

Jesse Pilachowski

Jane Brent

Linh Lawler

SVP,
L&D

Director,
OD & Learning

Director,
Global OD

Director, Talent
Development

Director, Claims
Customer Service

Strategic Opportunity:
In May 2018, Harvard Business Publishing released their 2018 State of Leadership
Development research report on top issues around leadership development and explores
necessary changes for programs to improve business impact. According to the study,
organizational transformation has become the new normal, with 86 percent of organizations
having had recent experience with transformation. Successful transformation starts with
changing learning and development (L&D) programs to support new business objectives;
however, 75 percent of those surveyed believe that these programs need improvement.

Discussion Points:
We’ll focus our roundtable discussion on the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

What are examples of transformations going through and your role in that
transformation?
How can L&D/OD/Talent make an impact during large-scale business transformation
initiatives? What role do we typically play and where would we like to play (e.g., being
brought in earlier)?
What are your biggest lessons learned/mistakes?
Advice for others who are going through big transformation initiatives?
If you were your business clients, what would they say they like about working with
you/want to be different about working with you?
How do you partner with extended internal teams who are also trying to partner with the
same internal clients? (e.g. HR Business Partner/Talent/IT/PMO) (How communicate
value and truly collaborate as equal partner) (Sitting on same side table)
How can our teams help drive organizational change and innovation?

Key Take-aways:
•

Organizations that consider L&D as business-critical have continued to deliver top
performance. In fact, 66 percent of those organizations indicated they had stronger
market position than their competitors.
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Co-design Apprenticeships &
Future Workforce Pathways:
Corporate HR & University Partnerships

Michelle Eppler Rich Busby
AVP Human
Capital Lab

Newton Moore

Project Mgmt
Digital
Office
Transformation Lead

Strategic Opportunity:
The workforce is ever-changing. Our latest challenge is finding workers who walk in with our
needed skills and knowledge. This developed workforce is scarce and expensive. With the
current workforce skills gaps increasing and rapidly changing job requirements, we need to think
strategically and maximize all of our learning and development programs and dollars. This
roundtable will discuss using tuition assistance and apprenticeships to create leadership
development programs effectively and efficiently through partnerships. We will discuss the
untapped opportunities within tuition assistance programs and how to align training and tuition
assistance programs to build leadership pipelines about their personal experiences and are
least likely to center on experiential learning.
Rich will kick-off this roundtable with a five minute overview of IMSA's vision statement is "by
2022, IMSA is a recognized global leader and catalyst in equity and excellence in STEM
teaching and learning, innovation and entrepreneurship." Followed by Michelle sharing a fiveminute overview of Home Depot’s partnership with Bellevue University to create leadership
pathways.

What we will explore together:
This discussion of practical insights will dive into questions that look at Career Development
from Talent Risk perspective like:
•

•
•
•
•

Is the recent abandoning the four-year degree as a qualification a break from hiring
orthodoxy or a short-term fad? As reported in the news recently, high-paying tech outlets
like Apple, Google, and IBM, in addition to service-oriented companies like Costco,
Starbucks, and Chipotle. Let's explore why so many companies still insist upon a degree
in the first place.
How are assessments and frameworks for critical capabilities used to identify
development needs?
To what extent does your organizations use early career development to attract future
talent?
What are the “Must Have” practices for early career development?
What measures are demonstrating the impact of early career development?
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The Power of Experiential Learning:
Creating a Feedback Culture in the Flow of Work

Rochelle House
Principal

Alex Draper
Strategic Partner

Strategic Opportunity
If everyone could just give each other effective feedback and start being kind and not nice, we
wouldn’t need to spend all this money on engagement surveys, 360’s, executive coaching, selfassessments, and time on performance reviews. Every day would be a learning day. You’d get
continuous improvement ideas from all those who work with you. Imagine that. Thanks to the
brain and corporate culture, this doesn’t happen. The good news is some organizations are
starting to understand the importance of having a feedback culture, and how that will help win
the war on talent. This is not one of those “an app” will solve it issues.

Learning Solutions:
First start with WHY. Why are we terrible at giving and receiving feedback and what would
happen if we all bucked the trend and started doing it effectively. Then ask what behaviors do
we want to see our people model. Finally, how do we do that!? You have choices. Micro vs
Macro. Changing the hard wiring of a human is one of those behaviors we need to really think
hard about how we go about doing this. In this session you will see how to embrace micro
thinking in a macro learning environment and how much can achieved in a scalable manner.
Discover Financial will walk you through their journey.

Lessons Learned:
•
•
•

Why is feedback such a challenge? What blinds (bias) us with feedback.
What does great feedback even look like?
How do we effectively scale change, the hard wiring of our people, to model the right
way?
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Co-design a “cloud of low-cost integrated apps”
Talent Management Curation

Tim Treger

Christopher Lind

Matt Eade

Director,
L&D

Director, Global
Digital Learning

Director,

L&D

Strategic Opportunity:
Many smaller companies do not have the ability to invest in a large scale LMS or integrated
Talent Management software. At the same time, some larger companies are not seeing the ROI
from vast libraries of self-paced courses. This session addresses the question, “How can we
leverage cloud-based solutions in a way that appears seamless to our employees while
enabling the organization to be more nimble and avoid being locked into expensive, long term
programs.

Discussion Points:
Tim plans to open this discussion with one or more of the following questions…
• How have you overcome challenges like single sign-on to make access to a cloud based
system user friendly?
• How do you maintain updated employee records/profiles (data) with different cloud
based applications?
• How do you stay up-to-date on what’s available in the marketplace?
• What’s your greatest current need in this space?
• What is the greatest downside or risk to this type of cloud-based approach?

Come prepared to actively contribute and participate in the discussion.
Low-cost cloud-based apps that were mentioned during the session included:
Jam (included with success Factors)
Degreed
Adobe Audacity
Video Scribe
Vyond
Office 365
Sli.do
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Mail Chimp
Picto Chart
Canva
Live Slides
Quizzes.com
Kahoot
Poll Anywhere
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Sales Training Learning Circle

Amy Dordek

Mary Barranco

Chris Wimmer

Frances Yuronich

Managing
Director

Head of Sales
and People
Development

Director of
Corporate
Training

Sr. Sales
Enablement
Manager

Strategic Opportunity:
Sales training when implemented well can have a major
impact. Sometimes however, it falls short of
expectations. Companies find that sales teams say they
don’t have enough time for training and maybe sales
training hasn’t evolved with the changing needs of the
business or the marketplace. Creating programs that are
aligned to the goals of the organization, are buyer centric
and take sales talent into consideration will deliver greater
results.

What we will explore together:
In this session, we will share what we’ve learned through our surveying of members, learnings
and trends as well as key aspects of talent development to consider.
We will walk away with specific actions to consider to have sales training make more of an
impact to in your organization.
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Transforming Organizations:
Selection to Succession

Nick Allen
Director,
Talent Mgmt

Michael Grubich

Amiee Louw

Jayson Finnigan

Managing Partner

System VP Team
Member & Workforce
Development

OD Manager

Strategic Opportunity:
Today’s fast-paced, global business environment, coupled with the growing challenge of a
rapidly changing workforce, requires a well-planned, rigorous approach to talent management.
Research from Bersin & Associates revealed that companies with highly effective talent
management strategies, on average, achieve 26% higher revenue per employee and 41 percent
lower turnover among high-performing employees.
While most companies have fundamental talent management processes in place, few have
managed to consistently execute and integrate such capabilities across the organization. Few
organizations report consistent execution of talent management practices across all regions in
which they operate. In addition, organizations have done little to integrate talent practices with
other talent initiatives.
Join an experienced panel as we discuss how we approach transforming the talent in their
organizations from Selection through Succession.

Discussion Points:
In addition to audience questions and discussions, we likely will dive into:
1. How assessments enable a high-impact talent strategy from selection through onboard,
development and succession.
2. Effective approaches organizations take to integrate talent practices and processes with
other business and HR processes.
3. Challenges and gaps that can occur when talent and HR processes are not
aligned/integrated.
4. How non-traditional learning and development methods, including coaching advance the
development of employees.
5. How technology, adaptive learning and application-based learning improve the learning
experience.
6. Effective methods for identifying, developing & integrating emerging talent into
succession plans.
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Learn.Develop.Perform:
A Development Initiative

Michael Poll
Director, Talent
Development

Strategic Opportunity:
At a time when employees can go anywhere for their learning (and they do), how do you get
them to come to you first? At the same time, what approach can an L&D team take to get
employees to focus on their individual development in support of increased performance? The
solutions also need to scale across time zones, geographic locations, traditional training and
development preferences, and reach employees at all levels of the organization. You have one
shot, a limited amount of time and a shoestring budget. Now go!

Learning Solutions:
AbbVie created an employee development juggernaut that defied the odds. Events regularly
sell out, employees take to social media to tweet about their own development and employee
engagement scores have jumped. Almost two-thirds of global employees participate, close to
65% of senior leaders are involved in teaching, and almost all of the C-suite have actively and
publicly participated. The solution includes webinars delivered by content experts, a 24-hour
radio program, multiple in person events, functional viewing parties, a TED event and a go-to
online portal with additional resources for development.

Lessons Learned:
To get it right, you have to get started. Things will not go as planned. Stay on target. These
are just a few of the things the AbbVie team learned along the way. While the story behind
Learn.Develop.Perform is amazing, it’s also full of lessons about agility, focus and letting go of
ownership.
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A Woman’s Career Journey
Reflecting on Habits that Can Impact Success

Diana Halfer

Julia Hooper

Senior Director

Director

Strategic Opportunity:
Women are underrepresented at the organizational senior leadership level relative to their
numbers in the workforce and in managerial positions. While societal biases and assumptions
about women and male leaders exist, certain habits can get in the way of women advancing in
their careers. Organizations that build gender-diverse, integrated leadership teams have
demonstrated improved business results.

Learning Solutions:
Organizational career development programs can incorporate findings from authors Rebecca
Shambaugh (Make Room for Her) and Sally Helgesen and Marshall Goldsmith (How Women
Rise) to support female professionals advancing to senior leadership positions. This session
will discuss self-limiting behaviors that can often get in the way of female professionals looking
to their next promotion or job. In this facilitated session, participants will identify habits that
often keep women stuck in career auto-pilot. Female participants will reflect on personal career
aspirations and select one behavior that can increase their success. Male participants will
reflect on ways to coach high potential female leaders. Participants will discuss career
strategies that will support an integrated senior leadership model for improved business results.
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The Future of VR is Almost Here!

Maureen
McDurmott

Ed Prentice

Christopher Lind

Dave Klein

Founder

Global Learning
Experience &
Digital Learning

Director, Shure
Audio Institute

Director, Strategic
Solutions &
Services Capability

Strategic Opportunity:
Virtual and augmented reality has had a lot of press lately and
has begun breaking into learning and development in organizations
like Walmart is finding VR is Transforming the Way they train associates.
Where does this technology make sense? Where will it go?

Using Virtual Reality:
This free flow discussion of learning leaders will share where their organizations have leveraged
virtual reality, the benefits they see in the technology, as well as the obstacles for success.
•

Strategic
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Put the goggles on for a VR learning experience
•
Connect both the hearts and the minds of your
learners through this engaging tool
• Learn about how to get VR started for your
organization
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How Microlearning Complimented
Our Blended Learning

Carlos Velazquez

Dana Huot

Head, Global
Capabilities Director

Director,
Retail Training

Strategic Opportunity:
Microlearning is not only compact, it’s also focused, offering just the right amount of information
necessary to help a learner achieve a specific, actionable objective. This makes microlearning
in business contexts especially valuable. When deciding whether to use microlearning
strategies, it’s important to consider both your business needs and the needs of your learner.

Learning Solutions:
Departing from traditional classroom training, Carlos and Dana kick off this session learning
about the audience using Kahoot! before each sharing a microlearning case study. Throughout
this session will be an engaging, interactive group discussion.
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Leadership Development
at the Speed of Growth

Allyson Carter

VP, L & D

Kevin Clark
Director,
Leadership
Development

Strategic Opportunity
As a fast growing, entrepreneurial winery and restaurant concept, Cooper’s Hawk recognized
the gaps in their talent pipeline that had the potential to inhibit planned growth and future
business goals. With a geographically dispersed workforce and a desire to do something
different, how could Cooper’s Hawk match the pace of growth?

Lessons Learned:
In this session, attendees will gain perspectives on how to:
• Support organizational growth through high-potential, accelerated leadership
development programs
• Structure a learning program that’s accessible and contextualized for the learner
• Create a culture of leveraging organizational leaders to develop others (Leaders as
Teachers)
• Combine basic learning strategies with budget friendly solutions to engage learners
• Partner with business functions to align and legitimize the investment in leadership
development
• Demonstrate program impact through alignment of results to organizational needs

Learning Solutions:
Departing
• Leadership development initiatives should be tied to organizational needs and
objectives; both current and future
• Sourcing expertise from within the organization creates higher engagement and
authentic experiences
• High impact programs don’t require high priced solutions!
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Design Thinking in Action to Change Learning

Bill Murphy
Former Senior
Director, Global
Learning & Talent
Dev.

Corinne Rice
Principal,
Learning and
Development

Using Design Thinking:
Are we embracing open source content, or is our internal L&D teams’ bias to always create
customized content to meet a client’s “specific needs? With the proliferation of open source
content available today, how might we we better leverage open source content for our clients in
a cost effective, timely, and relevant manner?

Learning Solutions:
We are creating and ELE Learning Cohort to explore the challenge of making open source
content cost-effective, timely, and relevant. Using the Design Thinking for Innovation available
on Coursera from the University of Virginia-Darden School of Business, our learning cohort will
experience: a cost effective, timely, and relevant manner?
•

Cohort Kick-off Oct 4th (in-person) or 15th (email)

•

Enroll in and participate in the Coursera program, October 22 – December 3

•

Cohort Mid-Session Check-In I on November 1

•

Cohort Mid-Session Check-In II November 29

•

Cohort Learning Experience Debrief Dec 13

Lessons Learned:
•

How to use open source content in a cost effective, timely, and relevant way.
Specifically, we will be exploring the role of a cohort in this learning solution, and how it
might be deployed across organizations.

•

How to apply design thinking to the business challenges we face in L&D, as a
complement to the traditional tools and methods used (ADDIE Model)
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Strategic Opportunity:
Learning experience platforms (LXP) enable personalized, social, online learning experiences
for users by consolidating disparate learning resources into a single portal. AI has the potential
to dramatically accelerate organizational learning by taking high quantities of high-quality data
and making predictive decisions that connect learners to the right content in the right moments.
Today, learning leaders are navigating difficult decisions in selecting an LXP, investing in
learning resources (licensed and open source content), all while building organizational
capabilities through targeted learning in real time.

Learning Solutions:
Through this roundtable discussion, we will explore how:
•
•
•

LXP’s lean into AI to bridge the distance between a learner and the content they need
Organizations are using LXP’s to consolidate content while enabling personalized and
social learning experiences
Learning leaders can leverage data from a variety of resources to drive informed
decisions
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Strategic Opportunity:
There is a logical connection between engaging employees and performing well, and there is
ample scientific support for the relationship between engagement and performance, but that
relationship does not show up the same way in every company. It is now more possible than
ever to link internal data sources together and analyze the relationships between how people
experience work and whether or not people and teams hit their goals (performance, productivity,
customer satisfaction, safety, etc.), and yet very few companies are doing so or doing so
effectively. We have an opportunity to do more and higher quality linkage analyses to help
leaders know where to focus their investments in people and procedures.

Learning Solutions:
Representatives from three different organizations will offer guidelines and examples to help
you design, carry out, and make good use of linkage analyses at your organization. You will be
able to justify greater investment in developing people and be better informed about the impact
your programs are having on your company’s KPIs.

Lessons Learned:
•
•
•
•

Start with questions that are important to business leaders AND can be readily answered
with the data available
Involve the owners of the KPI data at every stage
Set realistic expectations using the home improvement project rule: “twice the time and
double the cost”
Programs often impact engagement in surprising ways (e.g., managers who actively
used a recognition tool had the least engaged teams)
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